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Here we aim at setting the principles of and quantifying translational entanglement by 
collisions and half-collisions. In collisions, the resonance width s and the initial phase-
space distributions are shown to determine the degree of post-collisional momentum 
entanglement. Half-collisions (dissociation) are shown to yield different types of approx
imate EPR states. We analyse a feasible realization of translational EPR entanglement 
and teleportation via cold-molecule Raman dissociation and subsequent collisions, re
solving both practical and conceptual difficulties it has faced so far. 
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1. Introduction 

Despite the fact that entanglement and EPR-like correlations have become key 
notions in contemporary physics, the original EPR scenario,1 namely, two-particle 
entanglement involving continuous variables,2 has been studied much later than the 
discrete-variable spin-1/2 entanglemnt.2-12 The first concrete proposal for measur
ing position-momentum entanglement of massive unbound particles was made by 
Opatrny and Kurizki7 based on molecular-dimer dissociation. They also suggested 
that a subsequent collision of one of the EPR-entangled dissociation fragments with 
a wavepacket, followed by Bell-like measurements of their joint variables, can be 
used to teleport the wavepacket. 
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Here we set a broader aim: understanding and quantifying the entanglement 
of the translational degrees of freedom of the particles, by studying a ubiquitous 
class of processes, namely, binary collisions of unbound particles based on the re
cent analysis of Tal and Kurizki8 and comparing them to half-collisions (bound-
state dissociation). We shall address both practical and conceptual difficulties these 
processes may face. The considerations outlined here are common to molecular 
dissociation,7~9 dipole-dipole correlations in optical lattices,10 '11 photoionization12 

and cold-atom collisions.13'14 

2. EPR States and Measures 

The two possible EPR states of particles 1, 2 with ideal coordinate and momentum 
entanglement will be denoted by \EPRT). They satisfy 

(xi,x2\EPRT) = 5{xi^x2) 

(p1,p2\EPRT)=5(p1±p2) (1) 

where Xi(2)
 a n d Pi(2) are the respective coordinates and momenta. Both these states 

are unrealistic, in that they are unnormalizable and have infinite energy. They may 
be seen as limits of the "physical" state 

(xi ,x 2 |*) = Ne~(^^> e ^**™i> (2) 

where N is the normalization, xrei = x\ — x2 and xcm = Xl+X2 are the relative 
and center-of-mass coordinates. The limit Axrei —> 0, Axcm —> oo yields the EPR_ 
state and the limit Axrei —> oo, Axcm —> 0 yields its EPR_|_ counterpart. 

The degree to which state (2) approximates the ideal states (1) can be quantified 
by several criteria. Opatrny and Kurizki7 adopted the "squeezing" parameter s, 
defined as 

s(t) = ^ r T . (3) 
2Ax[c\t)Ap[c) 

Axi is the variance of the conditional distribution 

P ( " l | a ; 2 = Q ) = P(x2 = a) ' ( 4 ) 

and P(x2 = a) = f dx\\^(xi,x2 = a)\2. Similarly, Ap^' is the conditional momen
tum uncertainty. 

Alternatively, the largest of Axre[/Axcm, or its inverse (likewise for 
Aprei/Apcm) may define s(t) for the Gaussian wavepackets [Eq. (2)]. In the 
EPR-ip limit, e.g., s(t) = Axrei(t)/Axcm(t). When approaching the EPR_|_ limit, 
we find Axf' = min(2Axcm, Axrei), while near the EPR_ limit, Aj?j = 
min(2Apcm, Aprei). Thus, the parameter s, which is the inverse of what may be 
termed the 'Einstein uncertainty', is an appropriate measure of the EPR corre
lation for both EPR states, occurring when s > 1. As \^>) in Eq. (2) evolves 
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freely, the cm. and relative uncertainties in the rj (j = 1,2) coordinates grow 
as Arj(t)2 = Ar.,(0)2 + Ap2t2/TO2, and thus the value of s becomes smaller with 
time. 

One may also measure entanglement by the Von-Neumann (VN) entropy, which, 
for the discretized eigenvalues Xn of the single-particle reduced density matrix, has 
the form 

oo 

S = - ^2 A„lnAn. (5) 

The evaluation of S for collisions of unbound particles is highly nontrivial, as 
shown in Sec. 3. For the gaussian state (2), S becomes3 

log 
(Axrei + 2Axem) 

8AxreiAx, 

2 Axrei - 2Axc log 
Axrei + 2Axc 

L^^JU'pol *• ' * • ' - r\ 
(6) 

4Ax re;Ax 

In the limit Axcm » Axrei, this reduces to S ~ log Axcm(t) / Axrei(t) = logs(i). 
While gaussian-like wavepackets in the relative and center-of-mass variables are 

adequately characterized by s(t), S quantifies the entanglement of an arbitrarily-
shaped (non-gaussian) wavepacket, which is common for unbound-particle collisions 
(Sec. 3). 

A recent experiment6 has demonstrated that s ~ 10 is achievable by combining a 
near-field measurement of Axrei with a far-field measurement of Apcm for photon 
pairs generated by parametric down conversion. The more formidable challenge 
examined here is the preparation and measurement of EPR correlations between 
matter waves, formed by dissociation or a collision. 

3. EPR Entanglement via Two-Particle Collisions 

3.1. General description 

Consider two particles, 1 and 2, coupled by a finite-range interaction. Assuming 
that the interaction does not affect their internal states, the initial two-particle 
unbound state, |\fj), evolves, after the interaction (collision) has ceased, as15 

l*i> "+ I*/) = (Ui(t) ® U2(t))(ICM ® S)|*i>, (7) 

where Uj is the free-evolution propagator of system j = 1,2, ICM is the identity 
operator of the center-of-mass (CM) motion of the two systems, and S is the scatter
ing matrix for their relative motion. The post-collision single-particle VN entropy 
is then obtainable as 

(5 i ) / = - tn(pi log 2 / >i) , (8) 

Pi = tr2 ((ICM ® S ^ X ^ K / C M ® S)f) , (9) 

where we have used the VN entropy's invariance under unitary transformations. The 
entanglement is seen to be a function solely of the scattering matrix and the initial 
wave function. Since the diagonalization of the continuous-variable reduced density 
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matrix pi, as required to compute (<Si)/, is generally intractable, simplifications 
and approximations are imperative. 

We shall consider two unbound particles of equal mass, such that their relative 
momentum is related to their individual momenta by k rej = *~ , For three 
dimensional (3D) collisions, we shall assume that each momentum state ]kj) can 
scatter onto a discrete, orthonormal set of final states with momenta {kf}^L1. The 
replacement of continuous variables by discrete values of k / and kj implies the use 
of momentum wavepackets centered around these values, whose widths are small 
enough (see below) for the S-matrix elements (k/|S]kj) to be constant throughout 
the wavepacket. 

Let us take the initial two-particle state to be an entangled superposition 

l*<> = J2Ci^ ® I " k») = J2Ci\KcM = °) ® l k ^ = k i)- (10) 
i i 

Following the collision, Eq. (10) evolves, according to the superposition principle, 
into: 

i*/) = EE c*<k / i s ik*>i - k / ) ® ik/>> ( n ) 
k 

the sum running over krez = k j . In the resulting post-collision density matrix 
h^/X^/l °f the system, particle 2 can be traced out to yield the single-particle 
(reduced) post-collision density operator (pi)/ = X k̂ • E j (k / |S | k i ) | |k/)(k/ | . 

On the other hand, the initial single-particle entropy in the state (10) is readily 
seen to be (S\)i = — J2i |cj|2log2 |CJ|2. Hence, to zeroth order in the momentum 
widths of the initial wavepackets, the change AS{ in the VN entropy of particle 
1 as a result of the collision is: 

2 

^ y^C;;S] 
k^ i 

Afif=-£ 3kf,ki log2 (12) 

where Sk,k' = (k|S|k'). In the case c\ = 1, when Eq. (10) has the unentangled 
(product) form |kj) (g> | — kj), Eq. (12) reduces to: 

AS[°} = - E |Skf ,kl I
2 log2 (|Skf ,ki |

2) • (13) 

This result is in complete correspondence with the classical Boltzmann law for 
entropy change in collisions,16 if we identify |Skf,kJ2 with the transition probability 
from an initial to a final momentum state. By contrast, the interferences of different 
scattering channels in Eq. (10) for two or more Cj ^ 0, render AS\ nonclassical. 

3.2. ID collisions 

To investigate this nonclassical behavior in-depth, we shall henceforth restrict our
selves to ID collisions of two unbound particles with (equal) mass m. The effect of 
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the S-matrix on single-particle momentum eigenkets is then 

S\k)=T(k)\k)+R(k)\-k), (14) 

where T{k) and R{k) are, respectively, the transmission and reflection coefficients 
of the interaction potential V{xrei). 

The reduced single-particle post-collision density operator consists of four terms: 
two "cross terms", containing R*T or RT*, and two direct terms, containing RR* 
and TT*. Let us look at one of the cross terms explicitly (the R*T term): 

(Pl)
R T J dkldk'1\kl){k'1\[J dkR*{^-)ri{kW2{K)T{^-)Mki)Mk)}-

(15) 

Taking |\Pj) = \ipi)®\ip2), where the initial wavepackets \ip\), \ip2) are orthogonal, 
we can simplify Eq. (9) as follows. Since ipi(k) is a particle initially moving to the 
right, confined to k > 0, and ip2(k) is its left-moving counterpart confined to k < 0, 
these have no overlap and the J dk integration yields 0. Hence we are left with only 
the "direct" terms: 

Pi=Pi+ PI, (16) 

p\ = /d/c1d/c1(ifc|/c1)(fci|^i(fci)^1*(fci)|^2(fc)|2 

x T ( ^ L _ J T* ( ^ J , (17) 

pf = J dhdk^dklk^ik'^MhWZik'JlMk)]2 

xR(t^A)R.(^A). (18) 

Thus, the reduced post-collision (1-D) density operator naturally splits into trans
mitted and reflected parts, which are orthogonal in the sense that p\pf = 0. As a 
result, the set of eigenvalues of p\ is given by the union of the sets of eigenvalues 
of p\ and pf. 

In order to evaluate the near-resonance collisional entanglement, we perform 
a series expansion of p\ and pf to second order in the momentum spread of the 
wavepackets, a. The momentum spread Afc2 = (k — ko)2 ~ a2, turning Eq. (12) 
and the eigenvalues corresponding to Eq. (16) into: 

AS<2) = - X{2) log2 A^2) - \%> log2 Xf, (19) 

4 dk21 

4 dk21 

X^ = \T(k0)\
2 + ^^-\T(k)\2

k=ko, (20) 

xf = \R(k0)\
2-^^-\T(k)\Lk0. (21) 
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Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of a ID collision between two wavepackets via a short-range po
tential, with pre-collision distance 2|xo — <r|, momenta ±hko and momentum spread fur-1. 

This analysis, verified by the numerical case study below, shows that initial 
narrow-width wavepackets are expected to yield double-peaks of the entanglement 
on both sides of a resonance, where \T(k)\2 = \R(k)\2 = \ and T{k) varies strongly, 
with a non-zero dip at resonance. In limit Ak —> 0, the entanglement vanishes 
when \T(k)\ = 1 (at resonance) or when |-R(fc)| = 1 (both wavepackets are reflected 
entirely). 

We may estimate ASi for appreciable ID momentum widths, a 3> T, i.e., when 
the initial wavepacket width is much larger than that of the resonance. The post-
collision wavefunction can then be written as the sum of transmitted and reflected 
wavepackets. Each wavepacket is initially confined, in fc-space, to a ID region of 
dimensions Ak ~ a. After the collision they are modulated by the transmission and 
reflection coefficients, the smallest scale of change for both given by T. Since the 
smallest scale of change of a function is the largest scale of change of its Fourier-
transform, we can deduce that the emerging wavepackets will be confined in x-space 
to a box of dimensions AXJ ~ p. Hence, we may deduce from Eq. (17)-(19) that 

(Sj)max~log2(^)(j = l,2). (22) 

However, the growth of (Si)max with momentum width a saturates as a exceeds 
the distance between resonances (in momentum space). 

In order to corroborate the above analytical estimates, we perform a numerical 
case study, taking the interaction potential to be described by a ID double-delta 
function of width a, 

V(xrei) = V[5(xrei -a) + 5(xrei + a)}. (23) 

For small initial momentum widths, such that a < T [i.e., for the last few 
peaks in Fig. (2b.)), the numerical results confirm the analytical prediction (19] 
whereby the entropy must have a dip at resonance, \T\2 = 1. On the other hand, 
ASi is maximal at resonance for u ~ r o r greater. We must control the spacing of 
resonances, Ak, and their widths, T, in order to attain 

Ak » a > T, (24) 
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Fig. 2. (a): Simulation results for the single-particle change in VN entropy, A S i in ID collisions 
for the delta-function potential (23) as a function of the relative momentum. Dotted curves: 
left, thick curves: right. Thin curves indicate the resonances of the transmission coefficient, the 
peaks corresponding to \T\2 = 1. Each plot corresponds to another width a (dashed curves), (b): 
variation of the VN entropy as a function of the wavepacket width, <r, for three relative momenta, 
corresponding to peaks 2, 3 and 5 of the transmission coefficient. 

which is the optimal range for large ASi. Hence, practically unlimited ASi, indi
cating an approximate translational EPR state according to Eq. (8), is anticipated 
for near-resonant collisions, either if the potential has a single resonance only (Afc 
very large), or if the resonance width Y is very narrow. 

The post-collisional entanglement ASi is found to be insensitive to fluctuations 
in the initial state and is thus noise resilient. 

4. Half-Collision (Dissociation) Entanglement 

The two-particle initial state, whether in a collision or a half-collision (dissociation) 
may be factorized as 

(r*i,r2|*) = (rcm\$cm)(rrei\xrei), (25) 
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where fcm = r i + r 2 and frei = f\ — r*2. This separable form is retained throughout 
the process. 

Quantifying the EPR correlations requires knowledge of the form of |$ c m ) and 
\Xrei), in particular their position and momentum uncertainties along a chosen axis 
Ax and Apx, at asymptotically large distances rrei or times t. In what follows we 
shall consider the resulting x and px dispersion for the advantageous process of 
molecular Raman dissociation. Raman dissociation uses two c.w. laser beams to 
force a molecular transition from a bound state to the continuum, via an interme
diate bound state on an excited electronic surface,9 see Fig. 3. 

Fig. 3. 3-level model for Raman dissociation. 

One then obtains the spatial form 

v- /2/TT hn1n*2Ele
i(k'r™>-2r+si(E')-E*t/v 

Xrel(rrel,t) = > \ —j Pl(cOs6) ' ' „ . , p; 

x e{vt-rrel)sm{^{t-r-^))e-T^-T-^\ (26) 

This is a 1st order expansion in the continuum-level detuning. It describes 
a wavefunction expanding in the direction of growing r, with a sharp edge at 
rrei = vt and an exponentially falling tail at rrei < vt. The radial width of the 
wavepacket is seen to be v/T. Equation (26) exhibits no time-dependent broaden
ing of the wavepacket, which may therefore be treated as its initial post-dissociative 
wavepacket. 

The 2nd order expansion yields a much more complicated time-dependent form, 
displaying dispersion of the wavepacket. An analysis of the typical time- and length-
scales12 shows that 

4:f = ^2/r2ft (27) 

is the spreading time of the relative-motion wavepacket, which is centered at rrei 
Jspr' 
Lrel vt. Thus Vv&T ~ hr,r,3l,r serves as a dimensionless time parameter. 

file:///Xrei
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In the large-spreading regime, Xrei assumes a Lorentzian shape. The broadening 
of the wavepacket as a function of t is summarized as follows: 

r A r(
0) - v^L f ^ Aspr) 

A U\ — ) rel — T ' l ^ Zrel ' / o c A 

^rrel{t) - < (spr), _ ht _ hF . . v. Aspr) (ZH) 
I. Urel L — A (0) — p,vral

 L' h •*" Lrel • 

The large-spreading result means that Aprei = ^- = AErei-^. Since the initial 
width of the wavepacket is ^ = h/Aprei, the asymptotic wavefunction is found to 
be at its minimum uncertainty state (MUS) approximately at t = 0. 

The pulse parameters must be taken with a view to minimizing AErei, the 
energy variance of the relative-motion wavefunction, so as to minimize Aprei = 
AErei yj[i/2Erei, where [i = m/2 is the reduced mass of the 2 atoms: AErei scales 
with r , fii and the inverse of the time scale. However, AErei has a lower bound, since 
the smaller it is, the longer the time the particle stays in the excited state, and thus 
the larger the probability of radiative decay (spontaneous emission). Using Raman 
dissociation with highly monochromatic laser beams, one obtains an \EPR+) - like 
state, characterized by s = Axre[/Axcm ^> 1, along with small radiative decay. 

5. Post-Dissociative Dynamics 

The asymptotic \Xrel) with low initial /, exhibits that mean relative energy (Erei) 
and phase-shifts have little dependence on angular momentum. Due to this ra
dial/angular factorization, 

Axrei = \J{x2
rel) - (xrei)

2 = \J{r2
el)(cos2 0) - (rrei)

2{cos9)2 

> (rrel)A(cose) (29) 

where 9 is the angle between r and the x axis. 
As the angular distribution becomes more sharply peaked around 9 = 0, we 

are nearing the optimal situation, where Axrei ~ Avrei, 
A(prei)x ~ Aprei. This is 

achievable by confining the atoms to a cylindrical waveguide19 of length 2L and 
radius R = L tan en, lying along the x direction. The slits will only negligibly affect 
$ c m and its entanglement with Xrei on the x axis, as ApXcm Ĉ (prei), provided 
a<C 1- On the other hand, they will affect the shape of Xrei- If the 'cylinder' is long 
enough, (krei)L 3> 1, the effect on (rrei\ij)rei) and (preili'rei) c a n De approximated 
by truncating the angular distribution at 9 = a, where 

2 , Aprei 2AErei 
a = 4 7 r = ~B (30) 

\Prel) &rel 

is required in order to obtain the optimal ratios Apx = 2Aprei and Ax = 2Arrei. 
Atom pairs which have passed through the slits are correlated along the x direction, 
and our ID analysis may now be applied to their dynamics. 

The center of mass distribution of the molecule prior to dissociation is character
ized by transverse temperature Tcm. The post-dissociative momentum distribution 
4>cm(Pcrn) is therefore a Gaussian, exp[—p2,/2Ap2,}, where Apx ~ \j2Mk,BTcm. 

file:///Xrel
file:///Prel
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Due to the dispersion (broadening) discussed above, the position and momentum 
correlations weaken after dissociation, and one must try to restore the initial degree 
of entanglement by focusing of the 2-particle wavefunction. 

When the particles are well-separated and localized near x = ±xo/2, in a double-
trap, with double-parabolic potential 

V(x) = \mco2(\x\ - ^ ) 2 , (31) 

the two-particle Hamiltonian has a term 

Vi2(*i,*a) = \mu\\Xl\ | f + ( M - | ) 2 

= -Mu2x2
cm^ + -nw2(xrel - x0f (32) 

where M = 2m is the total mass and \x = m/2 is the reduced mass. An initially 
separated wavefunction of the form (2) will retain its shape while subjected to this 
potential. 

When using a potential as in Eq. (31), we move the potentials, so that XQ = vreit, 
where vre\ = (jprei)/fj,. This keeps the particles near the centre of the wells and avoids 
changing their average velocity. Both |3>cm) and \xrei) behave as a single particle 
state in a parabolic potential, and may be individually focused. 

The analysis shows that the lost degree of 'squeezing' cannot be increased, but it 
can be preserved, by keeping the particles in the moving parabolic potentials, where 
Ax and Apx oscillate periodically. These must be turned on and start receding 
(moving apart) immediately after dissociation, and left on until measurement of 
the particles. 

The shallowness of optically-induced potentials (typically « lmK) drastically 
limits the momentum uncertainty of particles that can be stored, requiring 

Aprei < y/2mVopt (33) 

where Vopt is the depth of the potential. 

6. Measuring the EPR Correlations 

Storage in a parabolic potential can also be used for measuring both momentum 
and position correlations. Leaving a particle in a parabolic potential for a quarter 
of the harmonic period has the effect of 'Fourier transforming' the wavefunction, as 

(x\Xrei(t = r /4)) = v / -z - (P = mujx\xrei(t = 0)). (34) 

After this quarter period, the new momentum distribution reflects the original 
^-distribution: 

Xrel\%rel \%rel) j^cmx^cm) 

<->• XreliPrel ~ (Prel))4>crn(Pcrn) (35) 

and may be measured by time-of-flight measurement. 

file:///xrei
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Verifying and measuring the EPR correlations may be done by position and 
momentum measurements of the two particles in large ensembles of such pairs. 
In half the pairs, the two momenta are measured by time-of-flight measurement. 
In the other half, the positions are measured, using Eq. (35) and time-of-flight 
measurement. One expects to find Ax T = A(x\ =p X2) and Ap± = A(j>i ± p2) to 
satisfy: 

AxTAp± < ft/2 (36) 

in the approximate EPRT state, respectively. 

7. Telepor ta t ion 

Obtaining a pair of correlated EPR particles (particles 2 and 3 in Fig. 4), as 
discussed above, is the first stage in the protocol of quantum teleportation of 
continuous variables.17'18 The second stage is the measurement of the quantities 
x_ = xi — £2 and p+ =pi+p2 (the 'Bell operators'). 

Bob 

I. Entanglemenl 

i) 

Fig. 4. Scheme of teleportation. 

Opatrny and Kurizki7 suggested performing the essentially non-local measure
ment of the Bell operators by a collision between the particles, followed by local 
measurements of the momenta. Fig. 5 schematically shows the scattering of the 
'relative' coordinate, assuming a hard-sphere interaction potential, in the classical 
limit (XdB <S R, where XdB is the de-Broglie wavelength of the particle and R is 
the radius of the hard sphere). The impact parameter X- is related to the angle of 
deflection by 

6 = <K-2sm-1(x-/R). (37) 

Since 9 is the angle of the post-collisional p*_, and since pf+ = p+, measuring p\ 
and p2 is equivalent to measuring p'+ and p'_, and hence the pre-collisional px+ and 
X-. This completes the Bell measurement. One requires also p 2_ 3> px-, so that 
the uncertainty in px- arising from measuring X- does not significantly change the 
impact angle. 

A measure of the accuracy of teleportation is the fidelity F, the overlap of the 
input state (the state to be teleported) with the teleported output. The maximal 
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X 

X 

z 

Fig. 5. KurizkiHard sphere collision. 

fidelity can be shown to be Fmax = (1 + AXT APT / ti)~l, where AXT and Ap?, are 
the position and momentum errors incurred during the process. 

The meaning of the errors AXT and Apx is that the final Wigner x — p distri
bution Wout(x3,px3) of the output particle is given by that of the input particle 1, 
Win(xi,pxi), convoluted with a smoothing function whose width is determined by 
AxT and ApT:7 '1 8 

Wout(a3) = J d2a Win(a)Ga(a3 - a) = \Wm o Ga](a3) (38) 

where W is presented as a function of a complex variable a = x + ip, o denotes 
a convolution and Ga(a) is a complex Gaussian of variance a = e~2sT, ST = 
h/(2AxTApT). 

8. Conclusions 

We have proposed and studied the formation of continuous-variable entanglement in 
controlled collisions between quasi-free particles, or quantized collective excitations, 
interacting as fictitious particles. Cold atoms10 '11 or slow-light polaritons,13 free to 
move in ID, but confined in the remaining 2D by an optical lattice or a waveguide, 
as well as small-angle collisions of fast-particles,15 are suitable candidates. 

Our comprehensive investigation of collisions has revealed the following striking 
conclusion: EPR entanglement is maximized near a scattering resonance, and grows 
with the phase-space volume of the initial (uncorrelated) two-system state, up to a 
limit determined by the spectral distance between resonances. 

Specifically, the maximal amount of post-collision entanglement (VN entropy) 
has been shown to scale logarithmically with the position-momentum uncer
tainty product (phase-space volume) of the colliding wavepackets, only for large 
wavepacket widths compared to the resonances' width, but less than the distance 
between resonances. These results8 show that ID collisions yield momentum en
tangled states which, in general, do not resemble gaussians, but rather interfer
ing multigaussian distributions. Nevertheless, they reveal the quantum information 
change via collisions of unbound particles. They also specify conditions for the 
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suppression of decoherence by minimization of the collision-induced entanglement. 

Cold-molecule Raman dissociation has been identified as a promising source of E P R 

gaussian-like entangled states. 

Realizations involving molecular Raman dissociation have been argued to re

quire the trapping of the fragments, measuring momentum-coordinate correlations 

(e.g., by diffraction); and finally teleportation by molecular collisions. 
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